
Association Rules (§14.2)

I assume each Xj takes values in a set Sj
I let sj ⊆ Sj be a subset of these values
I example: age classes (0–14, 15–24, ... )
I example: employment status (working full-time, working

part-time, seeking work, ...)
I Goal: find s1, s2, . . . sp so that

Pr(Xj ∈ sj , j = 1, . . . , p) = Pr{∩p
j=1(Xj ∈ sj)}

relatively large
I Note if sj = Sj then Pr(Xj ∈ sj) = 1, i.e. Xj “does not

appear”
I Simplification: sj either Sj or a single value (called v0j on

p.440)
I Then want to find subsets J ⊂ {1, . . . , p} and values

v0j , j ∈ J so that Pr(∩J Sj = v0j) is large
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Association Rules (§14.2)

I Special case: each Xj = 0, 1 (binary features) then v0j = 1
and ∩j∈J (Xj = 1) ⇒

∏
j∈J Xj = 1

I If Xj takes a finite number of values, vj1, . . . vjnj , say, then
create nj dummy variables Zj1, Zj2, . . . , Zjnj that are binary

I Renumber these to Z1, . . . , ZK ; goal is now to find a subset
K ⊂ {1, . . . K} to give a large value of

Pr(
∏
k∈K

Zk = 1)

I This is estimated by

1
N

N∑
i=1

∏
k∈K

zik = P̂r(
∏
K

Zk = 1) ≡ T (K)

I Implementation: Find all sets K` so that T (K`) > t : this
reduces the number of possible item sets.
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Association Rules (§14.2)

I K is an item set and

T (K) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

∏
k∈K

zik

is the prevalence of the item set K.
I §14.2.2 describes the APriori algorithm
I The item sets K` are described by a set of association

rules A ⇒ B
I example {peanut butter, jelly} ⇒ {bread}
I and summarized by estimates of

T (A ⇒ B) Pr(A ∩ B) “support′′

C(A ⇒ B) Pr(B | A) “confidence′′

Pr(A ∩ B)

Pr(A)Pr(B)
“lift′′

I See §14.2.3 for an example (that gave 6288 rules!)
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Association Rules (§14.2)

If we are interested in a particular consequence, P(B | A), we could
create a ‘response’ variable y = 1{x ∈ B} and use methods for
supervised learning such as logistic regression, classification, etc.
A more clever use of supervised learning for association rules is
described in §14.2.4 and §14.2.5, suggestion in §14.2.6 to use CART



A little left over on clustering

I §14.3.7: Mixture models for clustering:
f (x) =

∑K
k=1 πk fk (x ; θk )

I (πk , θk ) to be estimated by maximum likelihood (EM
algorithm)

I Methods related to principal components:
I X = UDV T , V , U are orthogonal, D is diagonal
I z1 = Xv1, z2 = Xv2, . . . are the first, second principal

components
I principal curves do this construction locally
I self-organizing maps use a binned version of data

(batchSOM)
I independent component analysis seeks vectors with

slightly different properties
I all of these methods form the basis for various graphical

displays
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Summaries of ML/DM/course

I Regression: linear, ridge, lasso, logistic, polynomial
splines, smoothing splines, kernel methods, additive
models, regression trees, MARS, projection pursuit, neural
networks Chapters 3, 5, 9, 11

I Classification: logistic regression, linear discriminant
analysis, generalized additive models, kernel methods,
naive Bayes, classification trees, support vector machines,
neural networks Chapters 4, 6, 9, 11, 12

I Model Selection: AIC, cross-validation, test error and
training error Chapter 7

I Unsupervised learning: Kmeans clustering, hierarchical
clustering, assocation rules Chapter 14

I Left out: , k-nearest neighbours, boosting and bagging,
flexible discriminant analysis, mixture discriminant
analysis, prototype methods, self-organizing maps,
independent components analysis Chapters 10, 12, 13, 14

I Suggestion: Read Chapter 2
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K -means clustering for classification(§13.2.1)

I use the unsupervised method K -means for supervised
learning on the K -class problem

I K -means: choose a number (R) of cluster centers, for
each center identify training points closer to it than to any
other center, compute the means of the new clusters to
use as cluster centers for the next iteration

I for classification: do this on the training data separately for
each of the K classes

I the cluster centers are now called prototypes
I assign a class label to each of the R prototypes in each of

the K classes
I classify a new point with feature vector x to the class of the

closest prototype
I Figure 13.1: 3 classes, 5 prototypes per class
I Figure 13.2: 2 classes, 5 prototypes per class
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k -nearest neighbour classifiers (§13.3)

I model-free, memory based
I given a query point, x0, find the k training points closest in

(Euclidean) distance
I classify using majority vote (break ties at random)
I 1-nearest neighbours has low bias, high variance, k large

has high bias, low variance
I possible to get bounds on the best possible error rate, see

p.417,8
I Figures 13.3–13.6
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